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On Our Minds
Offers an extended, improved version of Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT), updating it in the context of current linguistic
theory.

Give Your Speech, Change the World
Kennedy and Gioia's Literature, Second Compact Edition, offers an excellent introduction to the study of fiction, poetry, and
drama. Reflecting a balance of canonical works along with contemporary and diverse literature, the new edition includes
more coverage of writing and more student research papers. As in past editions, the authors' voice invites students on a
journey of discovery by sharing their knowledge in an intelligent and down-to-earth style.

In Search of the Paper Tiger
Advances in Multimodal Interfaces - ICMI 2000
In the context of Assam, Bihar and Bhutan.
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Sounds Good on Paper
Practicing Writing examines a pivotal era in the history of the most ubiquitous-and possibly most problematic-course in
North American colleges and universities: the requireAd first-year writing course generally known as “freshman English.”
Thomas Masters's focus is the mid-twentieth century, beginning with the returning waves of World War II veterans
attending college on the GI Bill. He then traces the education reforms that took place in the late 1950s after the launch of
Sputnik and the establishment of composition as a separate discipline in 1963. This study draws upon archives at three
midwestern schools that reflect a range of higher education options: Wheaton, a small, sectarian liberal arts college;
Northwestern, a large private university; and Illinois, a large public university. Practicing Writing gives voice to those whose
work is often taken for granted or forgotten in other studies of the subject: freshman English students and their instructors.
Masters examines students' papers, professors' letters, and course descriptions, and draws upon interviews conducted with
teachers to present the practitioners' points of view. Unlike other studies of the subject, which have tended to focus more
on the philosophy, theory, and ideology of teaching composition and rhetoric, Masters reveals freshman English to be a
practice-based phenomenon with a durable ideological apparatus. By reexamining texts that had previously been
considered insignificant, he reveals the substance of first-year composition courses and the reasons for their durability.

Genre Theory, Narrative Theory, and Assumptions about Multigenre Writing
Canadian Slavonic Papers
The English Research Paper
There is no question more fundamental to human existence than that posed by the nature-versus-nurture debate. For much
of the past century, it was widely believed that there was no essential human nature and that people could be educated or
socialized to thrive in almost any imaginable culture. Today, that orthodoxy is being directly and forcefully challenged by a
new science of the mind: evolutionary psychology. Like the theory of evolution itself, the implications of evolutionary
psychology are provocative and unsettling. Rather than viewing the human mind as a mysterious black box or a blank slate,
evolutionary psychologists see it as a physical organ that has evolved to process certain types of information in certain
ways that enables us to thrive only in certain types of cultures. In On Our Minds, Eric M. Gander examines all sides of the
public debate between evolutionary psychologists and their critics. Paying particularly close attention to the popular science
writings of Steven Pinker, Edward O. Wilson, Richard Dawkins, and Stephen Jay Gould, Gander traces the history of the
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controversy, succinctly summarizes the claims and theories of the evolutionary psychologists, dissects the various
arguments deployed by each side, and considers in detail the far-reaching ramificationsâ€”social, cultural, and
politicalâ€”of this debate. Gander's lucid and highly readable account concludes that evolutionary psychology now holds
the potential to answer our oldest and most profound moral and philosophical questions, fundamentally changing our
self–perception as a species.

Paper Presented at the Second International Congress of Africanists, Dakar, 1967
Exploring the Cognition of Reading-to-write
Do you remember the topic of the last speech you heard? If not, you're not alone. In fact, studies show that audiences
remember only 10% to 30% of speech or presentation content. Given those bleak statistics, why do we give speeches at
all? We give them, says communications expert Nick Morgan, because they remain the most powerful way of connecting
with audiences since ancient Greek times. But as we've evolved to a more conversational mode of public speaking, thanks
to television, we have forgotten much of what the Greeks taught us about the nonverbal aspects of speech-giving: the
physical connection with audiences that can create an almost palpable emotional bond. Morgan says this "kinesthetic
connection" comes from truly listening to your audience—not just with your brain but with your body. In this book, he draws
from more than 20 years as a speech coach and consultant, combining the best of ancient Greek oratory with modern
communications research to offer a new, audience-centered approach to public speaking. Through entertaining and
insightful examples, Morgan illustrates a 3 part process—focusing on content development, rehearsal, and delivery—that
will enable readers of all experience levels to give more effective, passion-filled speeches that move audiences to action.

The Paper Ark
Literature
Short Takes
Citizen
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"NEW YORK TIMES "BESTSELLER "There are no rules in the dark, no place to feel safe, no escape from the shadows. But to
save the day, you must seize the night." At no time does Moonlight Bay look more beautiful than at night. Yet it is precisely
then that the secluded little town reveals its menace. Now children are disappearing. From their homes. From the streets.
And there's nothing their families can do about it. Because in Moonlight Bay, the police work their hardest to conceal crimes
and silence victims. No matter what happens in the night, their job is to ensure that nothing disturbs the peace and quiet of
Moonlight Bay. Christopher Snow isn't afraid of the dark. Forced to live in the shadows because of a rare genetic disorder,
he knows the night world better than anyone. He believes the lost children are still alive and that their disappearance is
connected to the town's most carefully kept, most ominous secret--a secret only he can uncover, a secret that will force him
to confront an adversary at one with the most dangerous darkness of all: the darkness inside the human heart.

"Is it Done Yet?"
Literature
Figures of speech are everywhere. Popstar or postman, president or paperboy, the chances are you've already used a whole
heap of them today without realising it. For business writers, they're pure gold. They make our words more powerful,
persuasive and poetic. They add flavour to dreary standard issue language. They help us get our message across in a way
that's immediate and memorable. This book takes fifty of our finest figures of speech and explains how they can help
anyone who works with words, regardless of profession, to express themselves with more style and impact. Sounds Good on
Paper is a practical guide to every figure of speech you never knew you knew, including the chiasmus ('You can take the
boy out of Essex, but you can't take Essex out of the boy'), tmesis ('abso-blooming-lutley') and kenning ('pencil pusher' or
'coffin dodger'). It shows how you can use figures to make your words work harder and pump up your powers of persuasion.
If you want to inspire and engage your readers, this book is here to help.

Reading & Writing about Literature
Throughout history, some books have changed the world. They have transformed the way we see ourselves - and each
other. They have inspired debate, dissent, war and revolution. They have enlightened, outraged, provoked and comforted.
They have enriched lives - and destroyed them. Now Penguin brings you the works of the great thinkers, pioneers, radicals
and visionaries whose ideas shook civilization and helped make us who we are. Thoreau's account of his solitary and selfsufficient home in the New England woods remains an inspiration to the environmental movement - a call to his fellow men
to abandon their striving, materialistic existences of 'quiet desperation' for a simple life within their means, finding spiritual
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truth through awareness of the sheer beauty of their surroundings.

Liverpool Papers in Language and Discourse
The contributions in this volume go beyond the Contemporary Theory of Metaphor complementing it in a number of
relevant ways. Some of the papers argue for a more dynamic, interdisciplinary approach to metaphor looking into it from
semiotic, psychological and socio-cultural perspectives. Other contributions focus on the crucial role played by metaphor
and metonymy in meaning construction at a discourse/textual level. Finally, the volume also includes proposals which
revolve around the alleged universal nature of metaphorical mappings and their suitability to account for grammatical
phenomena. The contributions in this volume display an ample gamut of theoretical approaches pointing to the viability of
taking a functional-cognitive stance on the analysis of metaphor and metonymy in contrast to a purely cognitive one. This
book is structured into three major sections: i) the Contemporary Theory of Metaphor: revisions and recent developments;
ii) metaphor and/or metonymy across different discourse/genre types; and iii) the Contemporary Theory of Metaphor:
current applications. Originally published in Review of Cognitive Linguistics 9:1 (2011).

Seeing a Wider View of Composing
An account of the deadly influenza epidemic of 1918, which took the lives of millions of people around the world, examines
its causes, its impact on early twentieth-century society, and the lasting implications of the crisis.

Research Paper
This book provides step-by-step procedures, student hand-outs, and samples of student work.

A Temple of Texts
Paper
* Finalist for the National Book Award in Poetry * * Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award in Poetry * Finalist for
the National Book Critics Circle Award in Criticism * Winner of the NAACP Image Award * Winner of the L.A. Times Book Prize
* Winner of the PEN Open Book Award * ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The New Yorker, Boston Globe, The
Atlantic, BuzzFeed, NPR. Los Angeles Times, Publishers Weekly, Slate, Time Out New York, Vulture, Refinery 29, and many
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more . . . A provocative meditation on race, Claudia Rankine's long-awaited follow up to her groundbreaking book Don't Let
Me Be Lonely: An American Lyric. Claudia Rankine's bold new book recounts mounting racial aggressions in ongoing
encounters in twenty-first-century daily life and in the media. Some of these encounters are slights, seeming slips of the
tongue, and some are intentional offensives in the classroom, at the supermarket, at home, on the tennis court with Serena
Williams and the soccer field with Zinedine Zidane, online, on TV-everywhere, all the time. The accumulative stresses come
to bear on a person's ability to speak, perform, and stay alive. Our addressability is tied to the state of our belonging,
Rankine argues, as are our assumptions and expectations of citizenship. In essay, image, and poetry, Citizen is a powerful
testament to the individual and collective effects of racism in our contemporary, often named "post-race" society.

Practicing Writing
Extended Conceptual Metaphor Theory
English
In the midwestern suburb of Webster Groves, Missouri, a team of middle and high school teachers-all female, all but one
White-refused to accept the chronic underachievement of African-American student writers. Mirror Images is their story.
Through six years of action research, they realized that instead of trying to fix the kids, they needed to fix some other
things: their teaching methods, the ambiance of their classrooms, and their own cultural awareness. The teachers' journey
is one of self-reflection, painful at times, as they question, hypothesize, act, analyze results, and ultimately change. Hand-inhand with their changes, readers follow the story of Antwuan, James, and Damon: students who were seemingly disengaged
from their classrooms, curriculum, and teacher. They change, too, becoming involved, active, guiding forces in their English
classes. Mirror Images offers no recipes, no quick-fix solutions. Instead, it presents rich classroom experiences and a
process that will help readers see their own hard-to-reach students with new eyes. Along with principles for good writing
instruction, the authors explain key strategies for success with dozens of their own lessons and projects. Classroom
teachers, as well as instructional and staff development leaders, who want to get beyond the standard advice on cultural
sensitivity and students at risk must read this book. Readers will be challenged as well as inspired by this view into real
classrooms, through mirrors of race, class, gender-and self.

NCTE Guide to Teaching Materials for English, Grades 7-12. Supplement
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A discussion of the ways in which illness is regarded pays particular attention to fantasies that pertain to cancer

The Great Influenza
Mirror Images
Discussion Paper Series
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third International Conference on Multimodal Interfaces, ICMI 2000,
held in Beijing, China in October 2000. The 38 revised full papers and 48 poster papers presented in the book were carefully
reviewed and selected from a total of 172 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on affective and
perceptual computing; gesture recognition; face and facial expression detection, recognition and synthesis; multilingual
interfaces and natural language understanding; speech processing and speaker detection; object motion, tracking and
recognition; handwriting recognition; input devices; virtual and augmented reality; multimodal interfaces for wearable and
mobile computing; sign languages and multimodal navigation; and multimodal integration and application systems.

Working Paper
Where I Lived, and What I Lived For
Illness as Metaphor
This revision guide for Key Stage 3 English contains in-depth course coverage and advice on how to get the best results in
the Year 9 National Test. It has progress check questions and exam practice questions.

Seize the Night
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Teacher as Learner
Metaphor and Metonymy revisited beyond the Contemporary Theory of Metaphor
The author examines the process of social life and the relationship of myth, popular formula, and the mystery genre to
social psychology. The book presents social construction of reality theory as a methodology upon which the structure of
mass-mediated popular fiction can be examined, postulating definitions of myth and formula and advancing a new
language of literary analysis that acknowledges the socially defining, democratizing experience of popular fiction. Socialpsychological analysis is focused on the mystery genre and examines its taxonomy, including the supernatural, fiction noir,
gangster, thief, thriller, and detective formulas.

Ginn Secondary School English Language and Composition Series
An Introduction to Poetry
An English Teacher's Guide to Performance Tasks & Rubrics, Middle School
From one of the most admired essayists and novelists at work today: a new collection of essays—his first since Tests of
Time, winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award for Criticism. These twenty-five essays speak to the nature and value
of writing and to the books that result from a deep commitment to the word. Here is Gass on Rilke and Gertrude Stein; on
friends such as Stanley Elkin, Robert Coover, and William Gaddis; and on a company of “healthy dissidents,” among them
Rabelais, Elias Canetti, John Hawkes, and Gabriel García Márquez. In the title essay, Gass offers an annotated list of the fifty
books that have most influenced his thinking and his work and writes about his first reaction to reading each. Among the
books: Ludwig Wittgenstein’s Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus (“A lightning bolt,” Gass writes. “Philosophy was not dead after
all. Philosophical ambitions were not extinguished. Philosophical beauty had not fled prose.”) . . . Ben Jonson’s The
Alchemist (“A man after my own heart. He is capable of the simplest lyrical stroke, as bold and direct as a line by Matisse,
but he can be complex in a manner that could cast Nabokov in the shade . . . Shakespeare may have been smarter, but he
did not know as much.”) . . . Gustave Flaubert’s letters (“Here I learned—and learned—and learned.”) And after reading
Malory’s Le Morte d’Arthur, Gass writes “I began to eat books like an alien worm.” In the concluding essay, “Evil,” Gass
enlarges upon the themes of artistic quality and cultural values that are central to the books he has considered, many of
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which seek to reveal the worst in people while admiring what they do best. As Gass writes, “The true alchemists do not
change lead into gold, they change the world into words.” A Temple of Texts is Gass at his most alchemical.

Writing the Research Paper
Provides information and activities to help students in the revision process.

English Programs for Gifted Students
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